Intercontinental dispersal by a microendemic burrowing reptile (Dibamidae)
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Intercontinental dispersal via land bridge connections has been important in the biogeographic history of many Holarctic plant and animal groups. Likewise, some groups appear to have accomplished trans-oceanic dispersal via rafting. Dibamid lizards are a clade of poorly known fossorial, essentially limbless species traditionally split into two geographically disjunct genera: Dibamus comprises approximately 20 Southeast Asian species, many of which have very limited geographical distributions, and the monotypic genus Anelytropsis occupies a small area of northeastern Mexico. Although no formal phylogeny of the group exists, a sister–taxon relationship between the two genera has been assumed based on biogeographic considerations. We used DNA sequence data from one mitochondrial and six nuclear protein-coding genes to construct a phylogeny of Dibamidae and to estimate divergence times within the group. Surprisingly, sampled Dibamus species form two deeply divergent, morphologically conserved and geographically concordant clades, one of which is the sister taxon of Anelytropsis papillosus. Our analyses indicate Palaeartic to Nearctic Beringian dispersal in the Late Palaeocene to Eocene. Alternatively, a trans-Pacific rafting scenario would extend the upper limit on dispersal to the Late Cretaceous. Either scenario constitutes a remarkable long-distance dispersal in what would seem an unlikely candidate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Faunal and floral interchange between the Palaeartic (PA) and Nearctic (NA) has played a major role in shaping the current Holarctic biodiversity patterns, and this interchange has been facilitated at various times by both trans-Atlantic [1–3] and trans-Beringian [4,5] land bridges. For many groups, this complexity has meant that the current spatial patterns are congruent with more than one historical explanation. Temporal data are needed to detect instances of pseudocongruence [6], and palaeoclimatological inferences can further narrow the list of plausible histories by matching climatic conditions with known physiological tolerances of particular taxa [7].

The Beringian land bridge has formed an important dispersal corridor between the eastern PA and NA for many vertebrate groups, including fishes, birds, mammals, reptiles and amphibians (e.g. [8–10]). Though this bridge first formed around 100 Ma in the mid-Cretaceous [10], for warm-adapted taxa this route was probably viable only during the period of increased global temperatures that produced and maintained the boreotropical forest belt throughout the Eocene (i.e. about 55–35 Myr ago; [11]). On the Atlantic side, the Thulean land bridge provided a similar opportunity for the interchange of warm-adapted taxa (albeit much shorter, owing to the breaking of the bridge around 50 Ma; [1]).

The fossorial and basically limbless lizard family Dibamidae (males have small flaps near the cloaca; [12]) has long been an enigma to both systematists and biogeographers. Although some early morphological studies (e.g. [13]) hinted that dibamids were not closely related to any extant group of squamate reptiles (lizards and snakes), most morphological studies favoured hypotheses relating dibamids to various squamate clades (e.g. gekkonids, scincids; reviewed by Greer [12]). Only recently have molecular phylogenetic studies confirmed that dibamids are an early-diverging group within the Squamata (e.g. [14–16]), and that the two dibamid genera do form a clade [17]. Equally intriguing is the geographical distribution of the group, which consists of tropical Southeast Asia (Indochina, the Malay Peninsula and islands stretching across to western New Guinea) and a relatively small area over 14 000 km away in northeastern Mexico [12]. The Asian populations comprise approximately 20 named species of the genus Dibamus [18], and include several island endemics (e.g. [18–20]) and mainland species with very restricted, geographically proximate (i.e. microendemic) distributions (e.g. [21,22]). The morphologically very similar Mexican populations comprise the monotypic genus Anelytropsis (A. papillosus; [12]).

Dibamids apparently do not fossilize well, as there are no known fossil forms [23]. Given this fact and the great age of the stem clade (potentially originating in the Late Triassic; [16]), it is plausible that dibamids once had a wide Pangean distribution, and that Dibamus and Anelytropsis represent deeply divergent clades with highly disjunct, relictual distributions. Assuming no overseas dispersal, under this scenario, the divergence between these clades should predate the formation of the Turgai seaway that split the PA around 160 Ma in the Middle Jurassic [24].
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Beringian dispersal in either direction could also account for the current distributions. Because all extant dibamids are found in tropical (Southeast Asia) or subtropical (eastern Mexico) climates, it seems likely that ancestral taxa would share similar requirements, thus limiting the possibility of dispersal to the warmer Eocene interval at 55–35 Myr ago. Alternatively, convincing examples of trans-Pacific overseas dispersal do exist [25,26]. Although no absolute upper time limit exists for an oceanic rafting event, support for this route would be bolstered if shallow trans-Pacific genetic divergences make Beringian dispersal untenable.

Opportunities for trans-Atlantic (Thulean) land bridge dispersal were probably limited by climatological conditions to a small window around 50–55 Myr ago (i.e. after the climate warmed, but before the Thulean bridge submerged). Because the Turgai Sea (which splits the PA) did not close until the Oligocene, any now-extinct European populations that may have supplied migrants to the New World would have been last connected by land to Asian populations before the opening of the Turgai Sea (160 Ma; [24]). This would in turn predict a Jurassic-age genetic divergence between the New World and Asia. Thulean-bridge dispersal (or trans-Atlantic rafting for that matter) in the other direction would require an additional Oligocene or later (i.e. post-closure of the Turgai Sea) dispersal to Asia from the now-extinct European populations. This scenario would predict relatively shallow divergences among Asian populations relative to PA–NA divergences.

To test for topological and temporal agreement with these hypotheses, and to discover the direction of dispersal along the inferred most likely route, we conducted a molecular phylogenetic study of Dibamidae using both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequence data.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Taxon and gene sampling
Taxon sampling included seven putative species (eight individuals) of Dibamus that roughly span the known distribution of the genus from southeastern Indochina to western New Guinea, and one individual of A. papillosus from Tamaulipas, Mexico. To provide calibration nodes and sufficiently dense taxon sampling for robust divergence-dating analyses, we also included as outgroups the tuatara (Sphenodon punctatus) and 63 other squamate taxa (see electronic supplementary material). We sequenced all individuals for the mitochondrial protein-coding gene, ND2, and six nuclear protein-coding genes (BDNF, CMOS, DNAH3, NKTR, RAG1 and R35) for a total alignment of 5864 base pairs (bp). See electronic supplementary material, tables for primer sequences and GenBank numbers.

(b) DNA amplification, sequence editing and phylogenetic analyses
Genomic DNA was extracted and amplified using standard protocols [15]. Sequence contigs were assembled using Sequencher v. 4.1.2 (Gene Codes Corporation). The CLUSTAL algorithm [27] implemented in the program DAMBE [28] was used to align sequences by their amino acid translations, and alignments were adjusted by eye using MacClade v. 4.03 [29]. Regions deemed ambiguously aligned by this process were excluded from all analyses. Partitioned unrooted maximum-likelihood (ML) analyses were performed on the full data using RAxML v. 7.0.4 [30], and partitioned unrooted Bayesian (UB) analyses using MrBayes v. 3.1.2 [31]. Gaps were treated as a separate (binary) character partition in the MrBayes analyses, and as missing data in the ML analyses. For ML analyses, data were partitioned by gene and codon position (scheme favoured through Bayes-factor testing; data not shown), and a GTR + Π model was used for each partition. For UB analyses, the same data partitions were used, but evolutionary models for each partition were determined using the Akaike information criteria as implemented in MrModeltest [32]. Two separate MrBayes runs were conducted; the average standard deviation of split frequencies (≤ 0.01 used as a cut-off) and the potential scale reduction factor (≤ 0.1 deviation from 1.0 accepted) statistics from MrBayes [31] were used to evaluate topological and branch-length (BL) convergence, respectively. To help spot potential problems with overestimation of BLs owing to the influence of BL priors [33], we also examined relative partition rates to see that they made biological sense (i.e. second codon positions slowest, followed by first positions, and then the more quickly-evolving third positions). All RAxML and MrBayes analyses were performed via the CIPRES 2 portal at the San Diego Supercomputer Centre [34].

Preliminary full-data analyses suggested a potential problem with rooting the dibamid portion of the tree using the standard outgroup method (see figure 1 and §3). Molecular clocks can help infer the root of a clade when appropriate close outgroups are unavailable [35]. Given the distant relationship of Sphenodon (the closest living relatives of squamates) and the relatively basal placement of dibamids in the squamate phylogeny, we therefore performed a series of dibamids-only analyses using (i) all positions of all genes, (ii) the nuclear data as a whole, and (iii) the data from individual genes. For each of these data subsets, we performed partitioned Bayesian and unpartitioned ML phylogenetic analyses under unrooted and strict-clock models (using MrBayes and RAxML, respectively; the available ML programs do not allow strict-clock partitioned analyses). We evaluated relative support for these two models in a Bayesian framework by comparing the harmonic means of the log-likelihoods of the respective analyses using Bayes factors [36,37], and for the analogous ML analyses we used likelihood-ratio testing (LRT; [38]) implemented in PAUP* v. 4.0b10 [39]. We also performed a partitioned relaxed-clock Bayesian (RCB) analysis on the dibamids-only dataset (all character partitions included) using BEAST v. 1.4.8 [40]. For this analysis, no calibrations were applied, and branch rates following an uncorrelated lognormal distribution, with a mean of 1.0. This both demonstrated the effect of a relaxed clock on the rooting position, and also allowed another evaluation of the fit of our data to a strict clock. If the 95 per cent highest probability density (HPD) of the coefficient of variation of rates from such an analysis includes zero, it suggests that a strict clock may be supported by the data [41].

(c) Divergence dating and biogeographic testing
We performed an RCB analysis using BEAST v. 1.4.8 [40] on the full 72-terminal (8 dibamids + 63 other squamates + Sphenodon) dataset to estimate divergence times within dibamids. The same partitioning scheme and evolutionary models used for the UB (i.e. MrBayes) analyses was applied, except that mtDNA third-codon positions were excluded.
owing to poor convergence in analyses using the full data. Fossils or geological data suitable for constraining nodes within Dibamidae are not available; therefore, we used several external calibration points for our analyses. The dibamid root was constrained to match that recovered in the dibamids-only Bayesian and ML analyses performed under relaxed and strict clocks, respectively.

Biogeographic analyses were conducted in an ML framework using ancestral state reconstruction in MESQUITE [42] and dispersal-extinction-cladogenesis (DEC) analysis in LAGRANGE [43]. See electronic supplementary material for details of these analyses.

3. RESULTS

Full-taxa ML, UB and RCB analyses all gave an unexpected topology in which *Anelytropsis* is not the sister taxon of a monophyletic *Dibamus*, but is instead the sister taxon of one of the two deeply divergent, geographically concordant *Dibamus* clades (figures 1a and 2). Although
all these analyses recover the peninsular/island clade of *Dibamus* as the sister taxon of *Anelytropsis*, marked BL asymmetry across the dibamid root is evident, implying substantially different rates of molecular evolution in the two major clades. In light of this asymmetry, and given the very long branches connecting dibamids to the clade containing all remaining squamates and the outgroup *Sphenodon*, we considered the possibility that the standard outgroup method had incorrectly rooted this clade.

Sampling only within dibamids, a series of paired Bayesian strict-clock/non-clock analyses using various datasets (all positions, nuclear-only and individual genes) all yielded similar results. In each case, a strict clock was placed as the sister taxon of the main-land *Dibamus* clade (i.e. changed the position of the root), a result supported by high posterior probabilities in all but the CMOS analysis (table 1). Moreover, although the non-clock model was favoured for three datasets (all positions, combined nuclear data and R35-only), a strict clock was favoured for the other six individual-gene datasets (table 1). Additional ML-based analyses using LRT to compare models found similar results (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1).

RCB analysis of the dibamids-only all-positions dataset also recovered the alternate rooting (i.e. *Anelytropsis* + mainland *Dibamus* clade) with maximal support (figure 16). The coefficient of variation of rates from this analysis has a mean of 0.257, and the lower end of its 95 per cent HPD reaches 0.125, suggesting a relaxed clock as more appropriate than a strict clock for the all-positions dataset. In summary, our results strongly suggest that outgroup rooting is inappropriate in this case, and we therefore favour the clock-based alternate rooting. Regardless of which rooting is used, we note that *Anelytropsis* is still nested within *Dibamus*, and the striking fact remains that the genetic divergence between the two Asian lineages is on par with their respective divergences from the Mexican *Anelytropsis*.

Fossil-calibrated RCB analyses including all outgroups, and constrained to conform to our favoured dibamid rooting, found divergences within each of the two *Dibamus* clades dating back to the Eocene. The split between *Anelytropsis* and mainland *Dibamus* dated to 69 Ma (95% HPD of 49–90 Myr ago), and the age of crown-clade dibamids as a whole was 72 Ma (95% HPD of 54–95 Myr ago; figure 2).

Both ML-based ancestral state reconstruction using MESQUITE [42] and DEC analysis using LAGRANGE [43] favoured an Asian distribution for the most recent common ancestor of mainland *Dibamus* and *Anelytropsis*, and thus Old World to New World dispersal (79% and 78% probabilities, respectively; see the electronic supplementary material for discussion of some limitations of these two methods for our system).

### 4. DISCUSSION

The Late Cretaceous divergences among the major dibamid clades are incompatible with Pangean vicariance. Thus, our results reveal a counterintuitive evolutionary history for one of the most enigmatic of squamate groups, one combining striking microendemism with intercontinental dispersal. This is noteworthy, because most of the approximately 24 independently evolved lineages of burrowing, snake-like squamate groups have evolved geographically in situ [44].

Of these burrowing lineages (excluding snakes), only dibamids and amphibiaenians [45] have exhibited long-distance (intercontinental) dispersal. Although the isolated distribution of *Anelytropsis* in Mexico makes deep divergence from other dibamids intuitively reasonable, the even deeper split between two geographically adjacent and non-overlapping *Dibamus* clades was quite unexpected. Such an ancient divergence between morphologically similar con-geners (no morphological characters diagnose these clades; [20]) provides a striking example of morphological stasis, one apparently predating other recently documented cases [46–48]. Further taxon sampling is necessary to know the full extent of geographical concordance within clades, but our results (along with the substantial number of coastal island endemics and very restricted mainland ranges; see the electronic supplementary material) thus suggest a remarkably low propensity for even relatively local dispersal throughout the Tertiary.

Our formal biogeographic analyses support a scenario of dispersal from Asia to North America. An Atlantic crossing via the Thulean bridge would require Jurassic PA–NA divergences (assuming the Turgai Sea formed a barrier to dispersal) as well as extinction across most of Asia and all of Europe. Thus, overland dispersal via the more geographically proximate Bering land bridge is clearly a more plausible alternative. Although our analysis places the origin of the *Anelytropsis* lineage between 90 and 49 Myr ago, the boreotropical belt of forest that would allow Beringian passage of warm-adapted taxa is thought to have formed only after global temperatures increased during the Palaeocene and culminated in the thermal maximum around the Palaeocene–Eocene boundary at approximately 55 Ma ([17], but see [49] for evidence of possible Cretaceous lizard faunal interchange between Asia and North America). The terminal Eocene cooling event (approx. 35 Ma) that followed once again excluded warm-adapted taxa from Beringia [10]. Several
reptile groups, including colubrid [50] and viperid [51] snakes, skinks [9,52] and anguids [9,53] apparently crossed Beringia to the New World after the climate cooled, in the Oligocene or even Miocene. However, all of these taxa contain extant members occupying more northern, temperate regions than those occupied by extant dibamids. Combining these lines of evidence, we suggest that the Anelytropsis lineage probably dispersed across Beringia in the Late Paleocene or Eocene.

An alternative to overland dispersal is trans-Pacific rafting. After the widespread acceptance of plate tectonics theory in the 1970s, oceanic dispersal hypotheses fell out of favour with most biogeographers. However, recent studies have demonstrated the biogeographic importance of this phenomenon for many groups, including taxa not generally thought to be good candidates for survival in an oceanic environment (reviewed in de Queiroz [54]). For example, the Fijian iguanas (Brachylophus) almost certainly originated via trans-Pacific rafting from the New World, where all their closest relatives (both extant and fossil) are found [25]. Although the dispersal was in the opposite direction, this might seem to provide a precedent for dibamids. However, the case for overseas dispersal in Brachylophus is strengthened by the fact that, unlike dibamids, they are completely absent (including fossils, which should be more likely from these large-bodied lizards) from Australasia and the Asian mainland.

Vidal et al. [45] concluded that members of the limbless, fossorial, squamate group Amphisbaenia dispersed to the New World twice by trans-Atlantic rafting. However, this inference relied on molecular divergence dates in the Eocene, long after the separation of Africa and South America. Overland dibamid dispersal is not problematic in this regard. Moreover, present-day trans-Pacific rafting would require a voyage three times as long as trans-Atlantic rafting, and this ratio would have been even greater in the Eocene. For these reasons, we favour the well-established Beringian route. If fossil dibamids are eventually discovered in the northern PA or NA, this position will obviously be bolstered. Alternatively, if further taxon sampling reveals an Asia–North America split much more recent than our current estimate, then the rafting hypothesis should be more strongly considered.

Advances in divergence dating using DNA sequence data have led to amazing and sometimes counterintuitive biogeographic discoveries in recent years. Our study provides a striking example of a long-distance dispersal event in a taxon that otherwise appears to have exceptionally low vagility. Additionally, this study reveals that the morphologically conserved and geographically restricted genus Dibamus harbours surprisingly ancient phylogenetic diversity, both at the deepest and more nested hierarchical levels. Further sampling of geographical regions and species may provide clues to the geological and/or ecological forces that led to such an unexpected biogeographic pattern, and will be crucial to taxonomic revision of this fascinating group.
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